Signs Asset Management
Plan

This Asset Management Plan is designed to provide a snapshot of the current status of the asset category
and provide the foundation for continuous improvement for asset management planning within the asset
category.
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Signs Asset Management Plan – Executive Summary
The City of Busselton is responsible for maintaining an approximate total of 5,950 signs at an estimated
replacement value of $2.3M and a condition based depreciated fair value of $1.8M.
This total number of signs includes such signs as parking, dog control and other City regulatory signs,
tourist directional, footpath and cycleway signage, street and road name signage and advanced warning
signage.
Of the total 5,950 signs, data for 4,500 has been collected via a site visit and condition inspection. The
inspection has been undertaken using GPS technology, allowing the information to be represented in a
map format as an addition to the data being used for modelling of ongoing renewal requirements for
signs. Below is an example showing the data collected in map format, each dot representing a sign within
the City and containing information such as sign type and wording, condition score and exact geo
referenced location.
Chart 1: Signage Mapping Excerpt

The process of providing the information in map format also, is part of an overall asset management
improvement program which aims to make asset information more accessible to the whole organisation.
Asset Information for different assets such as parks and gardens, buildings, roads, car parks etc. will also
be able to be displayed together, making it easier to view how these assets link and work together.
This mapping information forms an important role as signs also form an important role in complimenting
the functions of other infrastructure assets in providing direction, information and guidance on regulatory
restrictions; each sign performs a role and although this role is often taken for granted; the City of
Busselton would be a difficult place to move around without them.
The City has historically spent an annual total of $192,000 on maintaining signs, this includes proactive
activities such as scheduled renewal and replacement of signs as well as reactive maintenance such as
repair of vandalism and other damage.
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The condition assessments undertaken have not noted any major condition related issues with the signs
overall, with only 2.96% (176 signs) being in a poor condition and 0.29% (17 signs) being in a very poor
condition. The bulk of the signs were in an As New or Good condition. A full breakdown of condition
ratings is shown in the asset condition section of this asset management plan.
Based on the condition information collected being measured against historical expenditure and predicted
ongoing expenditure, it is unlikely that any large increases in signage renewal expenditure will be required
in the short term for the current sign portfolio being managed by the City.
This will however need to be managed and monitored as the signage asset base grows over time.

Development of the Plan
As outlined within the Plan, the Signs Asset Management Plan (SAMP) has been developed through a
combination of desktop analysis, condition assessments and staff knowledge and is a building block for
the ongoing management of the City of Busselton’s signage network.
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Background
Whilst this is the first iteration of the City of Busselton’s Signage Asset Management Plan, elements of
asset management are already being undertaken for signage assets. This includes adherence to minimum
standards for sign planning and implementation, basic levels of service in terms functionality and
appearance; and scheduled renewal as time and resources allow.
What hasn’t been done to this point and what this plan will cover, is to quantify all the signs under City of
Busselton management and provide guidance on required ongoing expenditure. This quantification of the
signs allows the City to be more targeted with replacement and renewal of signs, which will complement
existing scheduled renewal programs.

The Signs Asset Management Plan
This individual asset management plan has been prepared in the context of complying with the State
Governments Integrated Planning Framework and should be read in conjunction with the overall asset
management plan, asset management strategy and asset management policy.
It is designed to provide a snapshot of the current status of the asset category and provide the foundation
for continuous improvement for asset management planning within the asset category.
This individual asset management plan is designed to be read as a standalone technical document
summarising all key data for the asset category as well as acting as a supporting document for the overall
asset management plan; which is an important informing strategy within the integrated planning
framework.
The individual plan will give a snapshot of the current asset status by covering the following information
for the asset class.
 Details of known type, length and replacement cost of assets.
 Details of known condition including known service deficiencies.
 Legislative requirements dictating minimum levels of service.
 Historical Expenditure For Asset Type
 Assessment of remaining useful lives of assets (or components as relevant) and predicted timing
and cost of renewal / refurbishment works.
 Key assumptions (if any used in forecasting)
 Identify, Analyse and Evaluate Risk
 Improvement plan for ongoing asset management practices.
 Overview of rationale used for the identification and prioritisation of works.
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Core and Advanced – Asset Improvement Plan
This asset management plan is prepared in the context of core asset management working towards advanced asset
management planning, the intention being to quantify as much as practicable, the total number and value of signs
under City management and control.
This will be evident with the level and quality of data within this plan (and the confidence level indicated by the
author).
The asset improvement plan will identify where these weaknesses are and the actions and timeframes for
progressing these areas.

Key Assumptions
The following key assumptions have been used in the development of this Asset Management Plan.
Sign Reflectivity: As a result of the condition assessments being undertaken during daylight hours (for reason of
practicality); signage reflectivity has been assumed to be in line with signage condition (wear and tear rating). The
correlation between condition and reflectivity may generally be the case, but would not be true for every occasion.
Assumed Signage Condition: Where a site inspection has not been undertaken, signage type and location has been
assumed based on known standard practice for signage implementation e.g. cross roads, T Junctions etc. Assumed
data in this instance is based on the fair value assessment which was undertaken in 2014/15.
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Introduction
The SAMP predicts a ten year average renewal expenditure of $129,000 p.a. (2016 $), with the initial five
years renewing the worst condition signs.
Table 1 gives an overview of the predicted ten year cash flows for Signage assets based on the raw asset
management plan outputs. These “raw” outputs are essentially showing signage replacement exactly
when they would fall due based on their current condition and a useful life of ten years.
Table 1: Summarised Ten Year Cash Flows For Signage Assets.

Year
Signage
Renewal

1
2016
5,989

2
2017

3
2018
0

4
2019
0

67,463

5
2020

6
2021
0

7
2022
0

447,668

8
2023

9
2024
0

769,297

10
2025

Total
0 1,290,418

Ave
129,042

The annual average renewal expenditure increases to $180,000 per annum over twenty years as the cycle
of replacing the signs on a ten year basis is implemented. The annual renewal expenditure grows to
211,000 after fifty years. This indicates that whilst levels of renewal expenditure will suffice over the initial
twenty years; over time level of service decisions will need to be made or level of renewal increased
As an example of a level of service decision, if the signs were to be replaced on an eleven year cycle (as
opposed to ten), then the fifty year average is reduced to $186,000 p.a. – which falls within existing levels
of renewal.
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Levels of service
The City refers to the relevant legislative requirements when determining the minimum service standards
to be applied across all signs. This legislation sets the baseline that regardless of any internal service
standards, must be met.

Table 2: Relevant Legislative Requirements
Legislation
Requirement
Australian Standard AS 1742 Road Traffic Standards are published documents setting
out specifications and procedures designed
signs
to ensure products, services and systems are
safe, reliable and consistently perform the
way they were intended to. They establish a
common language which defines quality and
safety criteria.
The work under this specification consists of
Main Roads WA Specification 601
the requirements for the manufacture,
delivery, installation and maintenance of all
regulatory, warning, guide, freeway guide,
direction, temporary works, hazard marker
signs, sign supports and associated fixings.
Consultation with the community will form an important part of the overall development of levels of
service over and above those dictated by the various legislative requirements as detailed above.
The future development of hierarchies as outlined within this document will allow the city to set what it
believes to be the appropriate levels of maintenance and renewal according to hierarchy and to discuss
the implications of this with the community.
Consultation with the community is important as it gives the Council an insight as to the areas that the
community would like to see maintained over and above the minimum legislative standard; and those
where the minimum standard is acceptable.
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Future Demand
Demand for signage assets will always have the potential to be high in a City with a growing population.
As outlined within the overall asset management plan (2013), the population of the City of Busselton is
predicted to increase significantly over the next twenty to fifty years.
The City caters for new signs within proposed development areas through enforcement of standards for
type and size of signage.
Predicted demographic changes within the overall population will increase the need for ongoing
community consultation in order to keep track of community expectations.
How these predicted future demands are included in the financial forecast of the asset management plan;
will be researched and implemented in line with further reviews of this plan.
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Asset Portfolio

Management of the Signage Network
The City is responsible for managing, monitoring and maintaining the physical condition of the municipal
signage network, for setting standards for the implementation of new signage assets and for ensuring the
safe and effective functioning of the signage network as a whole. It is important that any new signs put in
place are in synergy with the signs around them so as not to create any confusion for people following
them.
The City’s recorded signage assets are shown below in Table 3. These are shown in generalised groupings
to give a broad overview of the various groupings. Further separation could be undertaken over time
should the need arise. The categories are not solely related to function, rather the logical sequence used
within the collection.

Table 3: City of Busselton Signage Assets Overview

TYPE

Replacement Total
Cost
Amount
$

Parking
Large – Various
Directional
Footpath and
Cycleway Signage
Council Local Laws
Road Name Signs
Warning and Hazard
Total

66,000
102,020
183,074

175
198
463

36,708
35,235

112
100

1,036,959
849,850
2,309,846

2,871
2,027
5,946

Parking
Signs designated as parking signs are made up of a mix of regulatory, directional and informational
signage. These signs are associated mainly with car parks and boat ramp area and some on street parking.
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Large - Various
Signs allocated as large signs are a mixture of uses however are all displayed as large signs, attracting a
similar replacement cost – they have been grouped together for this reason. These signs generally contain
either multiple messages of a lot of information to be disseminated to the public.

Directional
Directional signage has been defined as signage which provides information to both tourists and locals as
to the location of important landmarks, businesses, nature reserves, sporting clubs etc. They also give
direction for things such as car parks and public toilets also.
Footpath and Cycleway Signage
Footpath and cycleway signage is located mainly along Dual Use Paths (paths designated for both cycling
and walking). This signage provides information for the users as well as outlining some rules and
regulations to be adhered to when travelling along the paths. The bulk of these signs are located along the
coastal Dual Use paths between Port Geographe in Busselton to Dunsborough.
Council Local Laws
Signs under the council regulations category are signs that mark what activities are permitted or not
permitted at designated areas. This includes dog exercise areas, prohibited camping zones, boat launch
and ski areas.
Road Name signs
Road Name signs are used for the purpose of providing the road user with the names of each and every
road. These signs are essential and the road network would not function without them.
Warning and hazard
Warning and hazard signs warn road users of approaching potential hazards and to proceed with caution.
This includes things such as school bus turnarounds, concealed driveways, narrowing road, approaching
cross roads etc.

Asset Age
Asset age has been difficult to ascertain for the majority of signs, the use of condition related information
will generally supersede this in terms of allocating remaining life.
Signs are generally replaced after ten years so it could reasonably be assumed that the majority of signs
would be less than ten years old.
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Asset Types
Signs are generally a combination of regulatory, advisory and informational signage. A general overview of
the most common types of signage is provided below. More detail is provided in Appendix C.
Table 4: Sign Types

Sign Type
Tourist Informational
Directional

Road and Street Names
Entry Statements

Advisory Signs

Council Regulatory Signs

Combination Signs

Details
These are brown signs providing tourist
information.
These are blue Signs, giving directions to points
of interest such as accommodation, rest stops
etc.
Includes timber signs which are present in some
locations
Generally, large walls containing the location or
town name at an entry point. Examples in this
case are Entry to Busselton or Vasse Newtown.
Generally yellow signs indicating, lower speed
advised, School Bus Turnarounds, Narrowing of
Roads, upcoming T Junction etc
These are signs pertaining to the Local laws of
the City and are required in order for the local
laws to be enacted if required. These include dog
and horse exercise areas and prohibited areas,
parking, camping, boating
Another common sign type is one that displays
multiple message on the one sign. These are
generally large signs and provide combined
information on things such as project funding,
beach warnings, coastal risk areas, marine safety
and nature reserve information
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Asset Value and Life

Table 5: Signage Unit Replacement Costs

Component

Parking

Large

Directional
Footpath and
Cycleway Signage
Council Regulations

Street and Road
Name Plate
Advanced Warning

Estimated Unit Replacement Cost
2016 $

Comments

330.00

This includes sign, post, minor
hardware and labour required to
install the sign on site.

450.00

This includes sign, post, minor
hardware and labour required to
install the sign on site.

300.00 - 350.00

322.00 – 359.00

322.00 – 395.00

350.00 -395.00

350.00 – 370.00

This includes sign,
hardware and labour
install the sign on site.
This includes sign,
hardware and labour
install the sign on site.
This includes sign,
hardware and labour
install the sign on site.
This includes sign,
hardware and labour
install the sign on site.
This includes sign,
hardware and labour
install the sign on site.

post, minor
required to
post, minor
required to
post, minor
required to
post, minor
required to
post, minor
required to

Replacement costs have been attributed to each of the components as a means of determining the cost
(in 2016 dollars) to renew the items when the condition dictates. This is based on the components being
renewed on a “like for like” basis. These costs also include the labour component required to install the
signs on site.
The ranges of replacement costs within each of the component areas are required to cater for different
construction materials and size of components. It also caters for different standards of components.
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Replacement Cost Measured Against Fair Value
Part of the asset management plan process is to determine the fair value of the assets as well as the overall
replacement value. The determination of fair value is outlined below.

Fair Value at the City of Busselton
Infrastructure assets are “specialised” in nature (i.e. roads, drainage, footpaths, car parks etc.), therefore
market evidence is not be available to guide fair value measurement. AASB 116 recognises the specialised
nature of some assets and, provides for an income or current replacement cost approach to be used to
determine fair value. The City will predominately use the current replacement cost approach, to value all
infrastructure assets. AASB 13 defines replacement cost as “A valuation technique that reflects the
amount that would be required currently to replace the service capacity of an asset (often referred to as
current replacement cost)”.
Asset Management staff are currently using two methods for calculating fair value depending on the data
that is available / able to be sourced for that particular asset.
Asset Management staff are currently determining Fair Value by an assessment of the current
replacement cost of the asset, measured against its existing condition to determine to percentage of its
life consumed and in turn; the life remaining. This technique reflects the amount that would be required
currently to replace the service capacity of an asset.
Where detailed condition data is either unable to be obtained with the required timeframes, unreliable or
incomplete; an assessment has been made based on construction date, useful life and replacement cost.
This differs from the condition based method as it uses an assumed remaining life based on how old the
asset is, rather than a detailed inspection of its current condition.
For each infrastructure asset sub class, a determination has been made to use either condition or age as
the determining factors, not a mix of both within the one infrastructure class. This has been done to avoid
any inconsistencies when comparing values within a particular class.
The method used to determine fair value for each asset class, is outlined in more detail in the
methodology section of this document.
The keys to this assessment are;







Asset or component type
Useful Life
Replacement Cost
Current Condition
Life Consumed Based on Condition
Measurement of area or units of the asset (or components) to be replaced
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Condition data has been used to determine the fair value of signage assets.
Table 6: Fair Value by Signage Type

Sign Type
Total Signs Replacement Cost Fair Value
Parking
175
66,000
47,702
Large
198
102,020
72,012
Directional
463
183,074
138,086
Footpaths and Cycleways
112
36,708
24,520
Council Regulations
100
35,235
22,884
Street and road signs
2,871
1,036,959
850,467
Advanced Warning
2,027
849,850
656,215
5,946

2,309,846

1,811,885

Chart 2: Sign Replacement Value measured Against Fair Value

Signs Replacement Value Vs Fair Value
43.96%
56.04%

Total Replacement Value

Fair Value
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Asset Degradation.
Chart 3: Signage Degradation Curve

Signage Degradation Curve
1
0.8
0.6
0.4
0.2
0
1

2

3

4

5

Signage Degradation Curve

The above degradation curve shows the typical degradation over time of signage assets. The allocation of
condition ratings and associated remaining useful life has been based around this curve.
This typical degradation curve provides a good initial guide for signage condition behaviour in Busselton.
Over time, as the knowledge and understanding of any particular “localised” issues affecting the useful
lives of the signage increases; changes may be made in order to better reflect the actual degradation of
the signage.
Table 7 (below) shows how the degradation of the City’s signage has been determined for the purposes of
the signage asset management plan. The typical degradation curve has been used as a guide and this table
will be refined over time, as more is known about the behaviour of the signage network.
Table 7: Condition Ratings and Assumed Life Consumed

Rating Description

Condition
Rating

%
of
useful life
consumed

1 = As new

1

0%

2 = Good

2

30%

3 = Serviceable

3

55%

4 = Poor

4

75%

5 = Remove / Replace

5

95%
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Condition Assessment
Based on the parameters determined by the asset degradation curve, condition data collected has been
applied to form the overall condition breakdown for signage assets. As this section explains, the overall
condition breakdown has been determined through a mix of actual data collected and assumed data
applied via a desktop analysis.
The condition has been ascertained via site visits and allocation of a condition rating based on
predetermined factors such as structural integrity and aesthetics. These predetermined factors are outline
below.
Table 8: Condition Rating Breakdown

Condition
Rating

Details

1 = As new

As new. Sign is in a very good condition. This rating would be given if it appears as
though the sign has recently been installed. Sign would have 90% plus of its useful
life remaining. Would last another nine years based on its current condition.

2 = Good

Good Condition. Some minor signs of wear and tear and no longer looking brand
new. Still structurally sound with no major wear and tear. Would have 75% of its
useful life remaining. Would last another 7.5 years based on its current condition.

3 = Serviceable

Serviceable Condition. Starting to show some moderate wear and tear, may be
slightly faded, bent or dented, although a little worn, visible and functioning as a
sign. Would have 55% of its useful life remaining. Would last another 5.5 years
based on its current condition.

4 = Poor

Poor Condition. Showing some major signs of wear and tear including some
structural damage, which would be starting to hinder its effectiveness as a sign.
Would have 30% of its useful life remaining. Would last another 3 years based on
its current condition.

5 = Remove / Very poor Condition. Sign is damaged and worn to the point of being ineffective
Replace
as a sign. Has no useful life remaining and should be replaced ASAP.
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Chart 4: Overall Signage Condition Profile

Overall Sign Condition Breakdown
34.04%
As New
Good

42.84%

Serviceable
19.87%

Poor
Remove

0.29%

2.96%

Table 9 below shows the breakdown of condition allocations as applied via site visits. There was a total of
4,527 signs inspected, with the highest proportion (77%) of these signs being in a As New or Good
condition. The next highest proportion was signs in a serviceable condition (19.73%). Poor and Remove
(Very poor) condition ratings only made up 3.25% of the overall total.
This actual condition data collected indicates that the signage network is in a good condition with no
obvious need for increased renewal expenditure for the existing asset base being required in the short
term.
Table 9: Actual Condition Data Breakdown
Actual
As New

1,943

42.92%

Good

1,544

34.11%

Serviceable

893

19.73%

Poor

134

2.96%

Remove
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0.29%

Total

4,527

100%

Once the known condition data was collated, the breakdown was then able to be applied to the assumed
data collected via desktop analysis. This assumed data is based on staff knowledge of standards that
should be applied as to sign number and position at locations such as cross roads and T-Junctions in both
the urban and rural areas. These standards dictate that certain signs such as advanced warning and street
and road name plates should be placed at these locations.
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This methodology gave a total assumed signage amount of 1,419. The condition breakdown for the
collected sign was then applied to this total to give an estimate amount for signs in each of the condition
categories. This breakdown is provided below Table 10.
Table 10: Assumed Condition Data Breakdown
Assumed
Quantity
As New

604

42.59%

480

33.81%

289

20.33%

42

2.95%

4

0.31%

1,419

100%

Good
Serviceable
Poor
Remove
Total

Risk Management
Signage risks are things which have been noted through the physical inspection process or are inherent
risks associated with the particular asset class. They are risks to the structural integrity of the asset and
associated assets, as well as users of the asset.
Table 10: Risk Management

Risk
Description

Category

Controls

Consequence

Likelihood

Rating

Treatment Actions

What is the
Risk

Refer
Appendix

What is being
done to control
the risk

What is the risk level taking into
account the current controls - Refer
Appendix

Is the risk level
acceptable and if
not what can be
further done to
control the risk

Poor
condition
signs not
providing
adequate
functionality.

Operational

Condition
inspections
and scheduled
replacement

Insignificant

Unlikely

L2

Acceptable

Risk and
Hazard Signs
missing or in
poor
condition

Operational

Condition
inspections
and scheduled
replacement

Major

Rare

M10

Acceptable,
provided controls
are adhered to
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Historical Expenditure / Acquisition
Historical expenditure has been analysed to determine an estimated annual average for renewal
expenditure. This is important in order to be able to determine if any gaps exist between current and
required expenditure into the future.
Table 12 below provides an overall of signage expenditure for 2013/14-2014/15, the figures provided
below include the labour cost of the activities assessed. The breakdown is shown by activity code and a
brief description is given for each activity code.
Table 12: Analysis of Historical Expenditure
Activity
Code
1100
1101
1102
1103
1104
1105
1106

Activity Description
Signs: temporary traffic management
Signs: road and traffic
Signs: tourist
Signs: other
Signs: parks and reserves
Signs: Graffitti, Vandalism repair / replace
Signs: Street and Road Maint and Repair

2013-14 2014-15
53,850
68,782
34,662
28,775
13,431
4,721
22,407
12,857
22,120
25,182
25,288
41,474
56,047
96,190
227,805

277,981

Ave
Notes
61,316 Temporary signage and associated equipment
31,719 Cost for Renwal of existing Road and traffic signs and for implentation of new signs
9,076 Cost for Renwal of existing tourist signs and for implentation of new signs
17,632 Cost for Renwal of existing general signs and for implentation of new signs
23,651 Cost for Renwal of existing Road and traffic signs and for implentation of new signs
33,381 Reactive maintenance to rectify graffitti and vadalism and other damage.
76,119 maintenance and repair of Road and Street signs.
252,893

Table 13: Expenditure Activities Breakdown

Other Activities
Renewal
Reactive Maint

2013-14 2014-15
53,850
68,782
92,620
71,535
81,335 137,664
227,805

277,981

Ave
61,316
82,078
109,500
252,893

Other Activities: Other activities mainly consist of temporary signage for the purpose of traffic
management required for road works.
Renewal: Renewal activities are those which either replace or maintain the sign on a “like for like” basis.
The maintenance activities are generally of a more scheduled nature (i.e. pre-planned) as opposed to
those undertaken on a reactive basis.
Reactive Maintenance: Reactive maintenance is undertaken as a result of damage to a sign caused by
vandalism, storms, vehicle damage etc.

Operations and Maintenance
The renewal and maintenance activities as outlined are generally undertaken by two Full Time Employee
(FTE) staff members who are tasked with ensuring that signage renewal and maintenance is undertaken in
a timely manner.
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The general overall good condition of the signs collected via the site visits can perhaps be attributed to
theses targeted allocation of resources. Allocation of resources allows the operations and maintenance to
be planned for, and ensures that no area of signs falls behind in terms of condition.

Renewals.
Renewals have been determined by assessing the condition of the various signs, their expected useful life
and the cost of replacement. It is envisaged that these renewal works will be undertaken in conjunction
with the maintenance and operational works already in place.
This provides a prediction on the timing and cost of renewal works based on the current assessed
condition. This is valuable when predicting over a period of time as it identifies the most critical works
(according to condition) as a priority and the likely cost per annum.
This allows the asset management plan to provide financial information into the Long Term Financial Plan
in the form of a schedule of works.
Chart 5 below shows the predicted expenditure for signage renewals over a period of twenty years. These
figures include the labour cost of installation also. This is done on the basis of the City’s own internal stall
undertake the bulk of signage renewal.
This chart shows how the predicted works are grouped as the various condition ratings are used to
determine the timing of the renewals. The twenty year average for signage renewals is $180,013 p.a.
Chart 5: Signage 20 Year Renewal Costs

In order to provide a linkage with the City’s Long Term Financial Plan, the data is also assessed over a
period of ten years. This is undertaken to provide an overview of any short term implications of the asset
management plan.
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Chart 6: Signage Ten Year Renewal Costs

Table 14 below shows the figures for the first ten years of the asset management plan and shows an
average amount of $129,042 p.a. This is less than the comparative figure of $180,013 p.a. over twenty
years.
Table 14: Signage Ten Year Renewal Costs
Year
Signage
Renewal

1
2016
5,989

2
2017

3
2018
0

4
2019
0

67,463

5
2020

6
2021
0

7
2022
0

447,668

8
2023

9
2024
0

769,297

10
2025

Total
0 1,290,418

Ave
129,042

Chart 7 below shows the predicted accumulated renewal expenditure over twenty years measured against
the historical average to determine if any renewal gaps exist.
The blue line in the chart represents the historical average of $191,577 p.a. accumulated over twenty
years. The red line represents the accumulated renewal requirements as predicted by the asset
management plan. This is an average of $180,013 p.a. over the twenty year period, however the line
reflects the peaks and troughs in expenditure as they occur within the asset management plan.
A simple equation between the two averages indicates that an ongoing allocation of the historical average
would cover the twenty year renewal requirements for signs. How this relationships works on a year by
year basis (taking into account the aforementioned peaks and troughs) is shown via the green line in the
chart.
The green line shows the relationship between the red and blue line on an annual basis. If the green line
moves below zero at any point it shows that a funding gap exists at that point in time. Although the green
line dips below zero at year eleven, it recovers to be above the line in year twenty.
Chart 7: Accumulated Totals Historical Expenditure Measured Against Predicted Over Twenty Years
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The annual renewal expenditure grows to 211,000 after fifty years. This indicates that whilst levels of
renewal expenditure will suffice over the initial twenty years; over time level of service decisions will need
to be made or level of renewal increased
As an example of a level of service decision, if the signs were to be replaced on an eleven year cycle (as
opposed to ten), then the fifty year average is reduced to $186,000 p.a. – which falls within existing levels
of renewal.

Disposal / Service Deficiencies
For the purpose of this plan, signage reflectivity has been assumed to be in line with signage condition
(wear and tear rating). The correlation between condition and reflectivity may generally be the case, but
would not be true for every occasion.
As an outcome of this plan a separate reflectivity assessment is recommended for critical signs to ensure
adequate levels of service. The results of this assessment may indicate where service deficiencies exist in
terms of reflectivity.

Five Year Plan for Signage Assets
The first five years of the asset management plan consists of the renewal of all condition five (Very Poor /
Remove) and Condition four (Poor) signs. The condition five signs will be replaced in year 1 (2016/17) and
condition four signs will be replaced in year four (2019/20). This provides an initial five year renewal
average of $14,691 p.a.
The first five years will also include the ongoing programmed removal of duplicated, superseded and
obsolete signage. This will be undertaken as a means of monitoring and managing any over proliferation
of signs that may occur over time.
Chart 8: Signage Five Year Renewal Costs
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Some of the signs scheduled to be replaced in 2016/17 are shown below.

Road Signage Tuart Drive

Road and Street Name Plate: Edith Agnes Close
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Heritage trail sign – Hadfield Ave

Hazard sign – Kalgup Road

Dumping of Rubbish sign - Broadwater
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Improvement plan for ongoing asset management practices.
This is a prioritised list of all the activities that will be required to be undertaken to ensure the continuous improvement this asset category towards
advanced asset management.
All improvement plans for the various asset categories is collated and prioritised within the overall asset management plan.
Table 15: Asset Improvement Plan for Signage

Number

Details
Sign reflectivity tests

Site visits to ascertain
condition data for assumed
signs.
Signage Policy

Responsible Officer /
Area

Due Date

Percentage
Complete

Comments
Assessment of signs and allocation of
critical areas to be tested for
reflective compliance with AS 1743
Completion of site visits to allocate
condition to remainder of signs.
Adoption by The Council of a signage
Policy dealing with internal standards
for signs.
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Appendices
Appendix A – Condition Assessment Outcomes
The following pages provide an overview of the visual aspects encountered and their associated
condition ratings. The pictures shown are actual photos taken obtained during the inspections.
Very Good Condition (Condition 1)
As new. Sign is in a very good condition. This rating would be given if it appears as though the sign
has recently been installed. Sign would have 90% plus of its useful life remaining. Would last another
nine years based on its current condition.
This is a new sign, that is free of any
general wear and tear and structural
issues,
and
exhibiting
obvious
reflectivity even in daylight hours.
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Good Condition (Condition 2)
Good Condition. Some minor signs of wear and tear and no longer looking brand new. Still
structurally sound with no major wear and tear. Would have 75% of its useful life remaining. Would
last another 7.5 years based on its current condition.
This sign is still in a very good
condition, with no obvious signs of
wear and tear either aesthetically or
structurally.
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Moderate Condition (Condition 3)
Serviceable Condition. Starting to show some moderate wear and tear, may be slightly faded, bent
or dented, although a little worn, visible and functioning as a sign. Would have 55% of its useful life
remaining. Would last another 5.5 years based on its current condition.
This sign has some minor wear and
tear, but is till structurally sound
(although
slightly
bent)
and
reflective. Is still visible and
functional.
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Poor Condition (Condition 4)
Poor Condition. Showing some major signs of wear and tear including some structural damage,
which would be starting to hinder its effectiveness as a sign. Would have 30% of its useful life
remaining. Would last another 3 years based on its current condition.

This sign is bent to the point of it
becoming ineffective and hard to read at
a distance. Should be placed on a
planned replacement schedule to be
replaced within the next twelve months.
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Very Poor Condition (Condition 5)
Very Poor Condition. Sign is damaged and worn to the point of being ineffective as a sign. Has no
useful life remaining and should be replaced ASAP.
This sign is extremely worn and largely
ineffective. It should be removed and
replaced ASAP.
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Appendix B: Fair Value Methodology
Parks Gardens and Reserves Infrastructure Methodology
Components
Components for Parks, Gardens and Reserves has centred on the ‘built infrastructure’ that is located
within each Public Open Space (POS) Area. The table below shows a breakdown of all the
components included within the fair value for Parks, Gardens and Reserves.
Table 16: Parks and Gardens Component Types
Component
Fencing
Decorative Lights
Sports Lights
Furniture
BBQ's
Play Equipment
Drink Fountains
Pergolas and Shade Structures
Bins
Bin Covers
Sport Courts
Walls
Landscaping, & Gardens
Brick Paving
Signs
Irrigation
Boardwalks
Gardens
Turf

Date of Construction
Date of construction for parks and gardens is based on staff knowledge, records of known
construction dates, indicative construction dates based on development of suburbs and subdivision.
Date of construction is not as critical for parks and gardens as condition ratings have been used to
determine their fair value.

Useful Life
Useful lives have been determined for each of the POS components as a means of determining the
indicative timing between renewal activities for the component. These useful lives have been based
on industry standards and also staff knowledge of how long these components last within the local
area.
The ranges of estimated useful lives within each of the component areas are required to cater for
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different construction materials used. Construction materials of the components is a major
consideration when determining a components estimated useful life.
Percentage of Useful Life Remaining
Table 17: Parks and Gardens Components Useful Lives
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Percentage of Useful Life Remaining
Chart 9: Asset Degradation Parks and Gardens

Useful Life - Play Equipment

Years Remaining v Condition
10
9
8
7
6
5
4
3
2
1
0

9.5
7.5
5.5
Play Equipment - Years
Remaining v Condition

3

0
1

2

3

4

5

Condition Rating

Chart 3, above is an example of how useful life and condition are combined to determine the
remaining life for play equipment at any given time. A percentage of life consumed is allocated
against the useful life according to the condition code the asset receives.
The remaining useful life according to current condition is then applied to determine when the
component will need to be renewed / replaced.
Play equipment is used here as an example, however this rationale is applied across all components.
This method and also the ratings used will be reviewed and updated as required to ensure their
continued relevancy and accuracy.
Below is an example of how percentage of life remaining is calculated within the Parks and Gardens
Asset Management Plan.
Table 17: Calculation of Parks and Gardens Percentage of Life Remaining

Asset Type

Useful Life
Component
Years
Condition 2014

Bin Cover - Steel / Timber

10

2

Life Consumed
%

0.3

Years
Consumed

3

Life Remaining
%

0.70

Years
Remaining

7.00

Replacement Cost
Table 19: Parks and Gardens Components Replacement Cost
Component
Estimated Unit Replacement Cost
Fencing
$42 - $48 / Linear Metre
Decorative Lights
$2,400 – 26,400 / unit
Sports Lights
$54,000 / unit
Furniture
$840 - $3,900 / unit
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BBQ's
Play Equipment
Drink Fountains
Pergolas and Shade Structures
Bins
Bin Covers
Sport Courts
Walls
Landscaping, & Gardens
Signs
Irrigation – Retic
Irrigation – Bores
Irrigation - Tanks
Boardwalks
Turf
Pumps

$7,680 -$12,720 / unit
$1,200 - $57,600 / unit
$3,360 - $3,428 / unit
$3,600 - $77,000 / unit
$120 / unit
$1800 unit
$36,000 / unit
$600 - $120 / Linear Metre
$15.60 – 28.80 M2
$246 -$1,200 / Unit
$7.20 – 12.00 / M2
$3,600 - $300,000 / unit
$36,000 - $84,000
$6,000 - $260,000
$8.40 / M2
$3,600 - $24,000 / unit

Replacement costs have been attributed to each of the components as a means of determining the
cost (in today’s dollars 2013) to renew the items when the condition dictates.
The ranges of replacement costs within each of the component areas are required to cater for
different construction materials and size of components. It also caters for different standards of
components. Useful lives have been determined by using industry standards and staff knowledge

Current Replacement Cost (Fair Value)
Once the percentage of life remaining and total replacement cost, have been calculated, the current
replacement cost (fair value) can be calculated. This is done by applying the percentage of life
remaining to the total replacement cost to attribute a value to the percentage of life remaining.
In the example below, the total replacement cost is $1,800 and the percentage of life remaining is
70%, then the value of life remaining is $1,260 (1,800 x 70%)
Table 20: Parks and Gardens Calculation of Fair Value
Asset Type

Useful Life
Component
Years
Condition 2014

Bin Cover - Steel / Timber

10

2

Life Consumed
%

0.3

Years
Consumed

3

Treatment
Interval

10

Area /
Amount

ReplacementCo Life Remaining
st
%

1

1,800

0.70

Years
Remaining

7.00

Depreciated
Replacement
Cost

1,260
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Appendix C – Signage Types

Tourist Informational Signage

Directional Signage

Entry Statement Sign

Road Advisory Sign

Road Street Name Signs

Council Regulatory Sign
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